Abstract-We derive new analytic approximations to the capacity distribution of frequency-selective Rayleigh fading MIMO channels. The results apply specifically to OFDM-based spatial multiplexing. In particular, we present a new closed-form Gaussian approximation which yields very high accuracy in many scenarios. For the low SNR regime, we also present a new simpler closed-form Gamma approximation, which we show to be even more accurate than Gaussian in this case. Our approximations are based on new exact closed-form expressions which we derive for the variance of the mutual information which, in contrast to previous results, apply for systems with both arbitrary numbers of antennas and arbitrary-length channel delay profiles.
I. INTRODUCTION
Multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) antenna technology has emerged as an effective technique for significantly improving the capacity of wireless communication systems. A great deal of work has been done on analyzing the MIMO capacity in various flat-fading channel scenarios, since the pioneering work of [1] and [2] . In particular, the mean (ergodic) capacity has now been comprehensively investigated (e.g. see [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] ). In addition, the outage capacity has also been investigated for flat-fading channels. This is a relevant capacity measure for systems with stringent delay constraints and also provides information about the system diversity [10] . With the exception of the exact two/three antenna results in [11, 12] , outage capacity analysis has typically involved approximating the distribution of the mutual information, since exact closed-form solutions are not forthcoming. It has been shown that the Gaussian distribution gives a good approximation in many cases [3, 6] .
In this paper, we consider frequency-selective MIMO channels, which are applicable for many current high data-rate wireless systems. For these channels, there are relatively few analytic MIMO capacity results. The ergodic capacity was considered in [10, 13, 14] and [15, 16] , assuming Rayleigh and Rician channels respectively. The most common approach is to derive the capacity in the context of orthogonal frequencydivision multiplexing (OFDM) based spatial multiplexing systems. It has been shown that the ergodic capacity of these systems can be easily obtained by summing the flat-fading ergodic MIMO capacity of each OFDM subcarrier. In contrast, the outage capacity does not decompose in this way.
Calculating the outage capacity for frequency-selective channels is difficult due to the non-negligible correlations between subcarrier channel matrices. As such, the investigation of outage capacity has usually been performed using simulation studies [10, 17] . It appears that the only current analytical outage capacity results for frequency-selective MIMO channels are presented in [18] and [19] ; both of which derived a Gaussian approximation to the mutual information using asymptotic methods. Specifically, in [18] , the mean and variance of the mutual information were derived for asymptotically large channel lengths. In [19] , the mean and variance were derived for finite-length channels, but assuming infinite numbers of transmit and receive antennas.
In this paper, we consider OFDM-based spatial multiplexing systems with finite numbers of antennas, and operating over channels with finite delay spreads. We derive new exact closed-form expressions for the mutual information variance, and give an explicit reduced formula for the specific case of single-input single-output (SISO) systems. Simplified closedform expressions are derived for the variance in the low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) regime.
Based on the new analytic variance results (along with known analytic mean results), we then present new approximations to the mutual information distribution of OFDMbased spatial multiplexing systems. In particular, we present a new closed-form Gaussian approximation, which is shown to be extremely accurate for many different system and channel scenarios. In the low SNR regime, we also present a new analytic Gamma approximation, which we show to be more accurate than the Gaussian approximation in this case.
II. OFDM-BASED SPATIAL MULTIPLEXING SYSTEMS A. Channel and Signal Model
We consider a single-user OFDM-based spatial multiplexing system employing N t transmit antennas, N r receive antennas, and N subcarriers. The channel is assumed to be frequency-selective and is modeled as a length-L finite impulse-response (FIR) filter (as in [10, 13] ), for which the discrete-time input-output relation is given by [13] 
where x[q] ∈ C Nt×1 is the signal vector transmitted at sample index q, y[q] ∈ C Nr×1 is the corresponding received signal vector, and n[q] ∈ C Nr×1 is the noise vector containing independent elements ∼ CN (0, 1). Also, σ are assumed to be mutually uncorrelated. The channel is assumed quasi-static, remaining constant for the duration of a codeword, but changing independently from codeword to codeword. The channel elements are assumed to be i.i.d. Rayleigh fading, in which case each H[p] contains independent elements ∼ CN (0, 1). The channel matrices are assumed to be known perfectly at the receiver, but are unknown at the transmitter.
At the transmitter, the time-domain input sequence x[q] is generated as N t parallel OFDM symbols, as shown in Fig. 1 . The symbols for each antenna are OFDM modulated using an N -point inverse fast-Fourier transform (IFFT) prior to transmission. At the receiver, OFDM demodulation is performed at each receive antenna using an N -point FFT. A key advantage of OFDM-based spatial multiplexing is that equalization is simple, since the frequency-selective MIMO channel is transformed into N orthogonal flat-fading MIMO subchannels via the IFFT/FFT processing.
To maintain orthogonality in the presence of intersymbol interference caused by multipath, OFDM systems typically employ a cyclic prefix extension. Assuming that the cyclic prefix is longer than the delay spread of the channel, we can write the equivalent frequency domain input-output model for OFDM-based spatial multiplexing as follows
where a k is the transmitted vector for the kth subcarrier, satisfying E a k a † k = γ Nt I Nt , r k is the received vector for the kth subcarrier, and n k is the corresponding complex
is the kronecker-delta function. Also, H k is the kth subcarrier channel matrix given by
containing independent entries (H k ) i,j ∼ CN (0, 1). Note that due to the finite-length impulse response, correlation exists between different subcarrier channel matrices. Using (3), the correlation coefficients between the channel elements on two arbitrary subcarriers k and is easily derived as follows (see also [20] )
for all i, j, i , j . As expected, these frequency correlation coefficients depend only on the difference between subcarriers (i.e. k − ), and not on the subcarriers themselves. Note that with the above model, the SNR per receive antenna per subcarrier (henceforth referred to as 'the SNR') is given by γ.
B. Mutual Information
The focus of this paper is on the statistics of the mutual information of OFDM-based spatial multiplexing systems. It is now well-known that the instantaneous mutual information in b/s/Hz for a given channel realization is given by [10] 
where I k is the instantaneous mutual information for the kth OFDM subcarrier, given by
Note that the loss in mutual information due to the cyclic prefix has been neglected in (6) . The mean (ergodic) mutual information is given by
which was shown in [10] to be the same as the ergodic mutual information of a flat-fading channel, in which case closedform expressions are now available [8, 21] .
III. VARIANCE OF THE MUTUAL INFORMATION
In this section we derive new closed-form expressions for the variance of the mutual information of OFDM-based spatial multiplexing. Our results are exact, and apply for arbitrary finite system and channel parameters. We also present simplified expressions for the variance in the low SNR regime, and give explicit reduced variance expressions for the case of SISO systems. These results will be subsequently used in Section IV for providing accurate approximations to the distribution of the mutual information.
A. Exact Analysis at All SNRs
The following theorem presents an exact expression for the variance of the mutual information of MIMO-OFDM systems.
Theorem 1: The variance of the mutual information of MIMO-OFDM systems is given by
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is the normalized complex multivariate gamma function, and
where E h (·) is the Exponential Integral [23, eq. (5.1.12)]. The function η i,j (·, ·) is defined as
for an arbitrary input function f , and (a) r = a(a + 1) · · · (a + r − 1), (a) 0 = 1, is the Pochammer symbol.
Proof: See the Appendix. We note that although the exact variance expression in Theorem 1 involves infinite series of exponential integrals, its numerical evaluation can be made more efficient by exploiting the recurrence relations [23, eqs. (5.1.7) and (5.1.14)], and as such, only a single exponential integral must be explicitly evaluated when summing these series.
The following corollary presents a simple exact variance expression for the mutual information of SISO OFDM systems (i.e. m = 1, n = 1). To the best of our knowledge, this result is also new.
Corollary 1: The variance of the mutual information of SISO-OFDM systems is given by + 2e
where ,
In Fig. 2 we compare the analytical variance expression , and the SNR is set to 10dB. In all cases we see a precise agreement between the simulated and analytic curves. Moreover, the variance is seen to be largest for the system with the least antennas, regardless of the channel length. For both antenna configurations, we see that the variance reduces with increasing L, and that this reduction is most significant for small L. For example, by increasing the channel length from L = 1 (flat-fading) to L = 2, the variance for both antenna configurations is more than halved.
B. Analysis at Low SNR
The following theorem presents a very simple closed-form expression for the variance of the mutual information of MIMO-OFDM in the low SNR regime.
Theorem 2: In the low SNR regime, the variance of the mutual information of MIMO-OFDM systems is given by
(10) Proof: Omitted due to space constraints. A complete derivation is given in the extended journal version [24] . The following corollary gives upper and lower bounds for the variance of the MIMO-OFDM mutual information in the low SNR regime.
Corollary 2: In the low SNR regime, the variance of the mutual information of MIMO-OFDM systems satisfies
where Var 0 (I flat ) denotes the mutual information variance for an i.i.d. flat-fading Rayleigh MIMO channel. The left-hand side is an equality for |ρ d | = 0 (independent fading across all subcarriers), and the right-hand side is an equality for |ρ d | = 1 (identical fading across all subcarriers, i.e. flat-fading).
Proof: The proof follows by using 0 ≤ |ρ d | ≤ 1 in (10), and noting that Var 0 (I flat ) = (log 2 (e))
γ Nr
Nt , which is found by directly setting N = 1 in (10).
It is interesting to note from (11) that in the low SNR regime, the scaling of the MIMO-OFDM variance with respect to the flat-fading variance depends only on the channel delay profile, and is independent of the number of antennas.
IV. APPROXIMATIONS FOR THE CAPACITY DISTRIBUTION
We now use the analytic expressions from the previous section to present and investigate approximations for the distribution of mutual information. We model the channel according to the exponential power delay profile [25] 
where K exp characterizes the rate of decay of the power delay profile as a function of p, and is loosely related to the r.m.s. delay spread [25] . We first investigate a Gaussian approximation. Fig. 4 presents the analytical Gaussian approximation for the MIMO-OFDM mutual information p.d.f. based on the exact mean and variance expressions in (17) and (1) respectively, as well as empirically generated p.d.f.s (Monte- Carlo histogram), for different antenna configurations. A 64-subcarrier system is considered with SNR of 20 dB. We see that the analytic curves match the true distribution almost perfectly for both antenna configurations. We also present curves for a simulation based Gaussian approximation (based on the mean and variance of the Monte-Carlo generated histograms) for further verification. Note that these curves are indistinguishable from our new analytical Gaussian approximation curves. Fig. 5 compares the analytical Gaussian approximation with empirically-generated p.d.f. curves, for different channel rms delay spreads. Again we see that the analytic Gaussian approximation is accurate in all cases. Moreover, we see a significant reduction in the variance of the mutual information as the rms delay spread increases (i.e. as K exp increases). Again note that the Monte-Carlo Gaussian approximation is indistinguishable from our new analytical curves. generated based on the low SNR mean formula obtained by combining [24, Eq. 131] and [24, Eq. 133] , and the low SNR variance formula (10) . In this case we see that a Gaussian distribution no longer accurately predicts the mutual information p.d.f. This can be explained by examining the Taylor expansion of (6) around γ = 0:
We see that at low SNRs, the mutual information for each subcarrier is a function of tr H k H † k , which for i.i.d. Rayleigh fading is ∼ χ 2 2NrNt . Hence, the overall mutual information (7) is distributed as the sum of N correlated χ 2 2NrNt random variables which (for small N ), is clearly different to Gaussian.
Motivated by this observation, we propose to approximate the mutual information p.d.f. at low SNR with a Gamma distribution. Note that a Gamma approximation was previously considered in the context of flat-fading channels in [26] . The Gamma p.d.f. is given by
where r is the shape parameters and θ is the scale parameter. By matching the first two moments, a Gamma approximation for the mutual information p.d. Var(I ofdm ) . This analytic Gamma approximation is plotted in Fig. 6 , based on the same low SNR analytic mean and variance formulas as used for the low SNR Gaussian approximation above. We clearly see that the Gamma approximation is much more accurate than the Gaussian approximation in this low SNR regime, and follows the simulated p.d.f. very closely.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented new closed-form approximations to the capacity distribution of frequency-selective MIMO channels, in the context of OFDM-based spatial multiplexing systems. These approximations were based on new exact closed-form expressions which were derived for the variance of the mutual information, applying for arbitrary finite system and channel parameters. We showed that for many scenarios a Gaussian approximation is accurate, whilst at low SNR a Gamma approximation yielded even higher accuracy.
APPENDIX
Proof: By the definition of variance, we have
Note that, under the assumptions in Section II-A, the channel statistics for each subcarrier (and therefore, the mutual information statistics) are identical [10] , and moreover, these statistics are equal to that of a flat-fading i.i.d. Rayleigh channel. Thus, and using (5), (15) can be written as
where I flat is the mutual information of a flat-fading channel. The first and second moments of the mutual information for flat-fading channels has been previously derived in [8, eqs. (29) and (31)]. Using [23, eq. (6.5.9)], we perform some basic manipulations to express these results in alternative simplified forms as follows
where A r and B r,s are defined in the theorem. The challenge is to evaluate the cross-correlation of the mutual information across frequency subcarriers E [I k I ] which, using (6), can be written
where
are the non-zero eigenvalues of H k H † k and H H † respectively, and
Now let λ and ω be randomly (uniformly) chosen eigenvalues from λ and ω respectively. Then
Pr (α(λ)α(ω) = α(λ i )α(ω j )) = 1 m 2 , ∀i, j = 1, . . . , m,
and hence
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Now we substitute (23) into (16) and, after extensive manipulations (see journal version [24] ), evaluate the left-hand summation in (16) as follows
where, for the cases ρ d = 0 and ρ d = 1,
and, for the case 0 < |ρ d | < 1,
where D r,s is an m × m matrix with (i, j) th elements given in (27). We now evaluate b(i, j) and c(i, j) in closed-form using the identity [4] 
We evaluate the remaining integral, a(i, j), by expressing I τ (·) as a power series, and then integrating term by term using (28). The result then follows by substituting (24) , (18) , and (17) into (16) and simplifying.
